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Abstract 
In this paper the (generalized) Jacobi identity for generalized vertex algebras is extended to 
multi-operator identities. This work is based on the hook of Dong and Lepowsky on gen- 
eralized vertex algebras and relative vertex operators (Dong and Lepowsky, 1993), on the work 
of the author on the Jacobi identity for vertex operator algebras in Husu (1993), Section 1, and 
on the work in Husu (1993) and Husu (1995) on the A(/‘-case of the Jacobi identity for relative 
vertex operators. The multi-operator extensions of the (generalized) Jacobi identity (in the 
present paper) generalize the corresponding results on vertex operator algebras in Husu (1993), 
Section 1, and provide a general framework both for the vertex operator construction of 
generating function identities for standard A:” -modules in Husu (1995) and for further applica- 
tions of the vertex operator construction to other affine Lie algebras. 
0. Introduction 
Generalized vertex algebras are introduced by Dong and Lepowsky in [4, Ch. 91, to 
incorporate several algebraic structures involving vertex operators. In particular, 
generalized vertex algebras include vertex-operator-algebraic structures arising from 
a rational lattice as well as the structures called generalized vertex operator algebras 
[4, p. 71. The reader should consult the introduction of [4] and the introduction to 
Ch. 9 of [4] for background information on generalized vertex algebras and for the 
ramifications of such concept. Tn this introduction we will discuss only some of the 
ramifications most closely related to the results of this paper. 
For purposes of present and future research we point out a twofold set of motiva- 
tions. Although this work serves the goal of generalizing the extensions of the Jacobi 
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identity for vertex operator algebras in [7, Section 11, to other more general algebraic 
structures, this work was also motivated by some particular aspects of the theory of 
Z-algebras and of the theory of representations of affine Lie algebras (here again, for 
general background information on the relationship between vertex operators, 
Z-algebras and affine Lie algebras, see [4], and, in particular, Ch. 13 and 14 in [4]; for 
the A:“-case also see [7], Section 3, and [8]; and for the A?‘-case also see [21,22]). 
For this latter set of motivations, we recall that bases for standard representations of 
affine Lie algebras have been constructed (see [2,9-20,231) in terms of (mainly 
Z-algebra) set of generators and of identities (generalized commutators, anti-commu- 
tators and multi-operator generating function identities) among the generators. In the 
prototypical Ai” -case all these identities have been shown to be basic coefficients (of 
suitable A:“-versions) of the Jacobi identity for vertex operators, or (in the case of 
generating function identities) to be basic coefficients of (multi-operator) extensions of 
the Jacobi identity (see [7], Section 3, and [S]). In the generalization to other affine 
Lie algebras, several complications occur (due to the root lattice and/or to the twisting 
of the representation) both from the Z-algebra point of view and from the point of 
view of the Jacobi identity. The present paper serves to clarify some of these complica- 
tions and as a first step to generalize the results in [7], Section 3, and in [S] to other 
affine Lie algebras. 
The underlying idea of this paper is to generalize the operation of cross-bracket ([6, 
Section 8.81; cf. [7]) - operation that is structured as the Jacobi identity for vertex 
operator algebras - to a cross-brace operation for generalized vertex algebras. As the 
main difference between the (generalized) Jacobi identity for generalized vertex alge- 
bras and the Jacobi identity for vertex operator algebras, the difference between 
cross-braces and cross-brackets is that the generalized operation acquires factors of 
the form 
(z - w)*, 
z, w distinguished formal variables, and r a rational number depending on a certain 
bilinear form on the group associated with the generalized vertex algebras. These 
factors, combined in the structure of the extensions of the Jacobi identity in [7], 
Section 1, and in [S], are the main object of study in this paper. 
We now give a brief description of the content of the sections in the present paper. 
In Section 1, we recall the definition of a generalized vertex algebra from [4], Ch. 9. In 
Section 2, we outline the cross-braces (structured as the left-hand side of the generaliz- 
ed Jacobi identity) emphasizing the difference with the cross-brackets in [6], Sec- 
tion 8.8, and we point out the main new subleties with respect to the extensions of the 
Jacobi identity in [7], Section 1. In Section 3 we give the multi-operator extensions of 
the generalized Jacobi identity. To emphasize the algorithm underlying our calcu- 
lations we have also included in detail the case of 3 operators. 
Among further research goals we point out that Theorem 3.2 in the present paper 
can be applied to relative (untwisted) vertex operator structures (see [4], Ch. 3) arising 
from the lattice of simply-laced affine Lie algebras. Then, basic coefficients (with 
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respect to the double-indexed variables involved) of Theorem 3.2 give generating 
function identities for (untwisted) standard modules of (simply-laced) affine Lie 
algebras. The Al-case of this procedure (construction of multi-operator Jacobi identi- 
ties for relative vertex operators and extraction of basic coefficients) is contained 
in [S]. 
1. Generalized vertex algebras 
In this paper, we work over the field of complex numbers. The symbols z, zO, zi, etc., 
shall designate independent commuting formal variables. 
In this section we just recall the definition of generalized vertex algebra from 
Chapter 9 of [4]. As mentioned in the introduction, for further information, 
examples and ramifications of generalized vertex algebras, the reader should 
consult [4]. 
Let T be a positive integer. Let G be a finite abelian group and suppose that ( -, - ) is 
a symmetric nondegenerate (l/T)2 valued Z-bilinear form on G. Also suppose that 
c( . , -) is an alternating Z-bilinear form on G such that 
4% h)Ec*, Ckll + 923 93) = c(g1,93k(gz, g3)r 
c(gt, 92 + 93) = c(g1, gzMc71~ 93), +I9 9) = 1 (1.1) 
for 9, h, 91, 92, g3EG. 
A generalized vertex algebra of level T associated with the group G and the forms 
(.,.) and c(.,.) is a vector space V with two gradations: 
I/= u V,= uvg forveI/,, n=wtv, 
nE(l/T)Z gcG 
such that 
vg= u V,B for V;=I/nr)l/g gEG, 
ne(l/T)Z 
equipped with a linear map 
V 3 (EndV)[[z”‘, zP1/‘]], v I-+ Y(v, z) = c Z.&Z-n-1 
ns(l/T)Z 
(0, E End V), and with two distinguished homogeneous vectors 1 E V,“, co E V,“, satisfy- 
ing the following conditions for U, v E T/, g, h E G and n E (l/T).?? there is a real number 
N = N(u, v) such that 
u,v = 0 for all n > N; 
~,l/~ c vgfh for tie Vg for all n; 
(1.2) 
Y(1, z) = 1; (1.3) 
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Y(v, z)l~ V[[z]] and lim,,, Y(u, z)l = v; 
Y(v, z)lyh = C ZI,Z-~-~ for UE Vg; 
n = (g,h)modZ 
z01~~)(g~h)~~~)Y(~,zl)Y(v,z21 
-c(g,h)z~'~~)(l~h)b~~)Y(v,z2)Y(U,zl) 
= z2 -‘6 ( 1 y Y(Y(U,Z&,Z,) v -g ( 1 (1.4) 
(the (generalized) Jacobi identity), for u E V g, u E Vh, where 
6(z) = c zn, 
iIEZ 
where 6((zI - z2)/z0) is to be expanded as a formal power series in the second term in 
the numerator, z2, and similarly the other &functions expressions, and 
for WEV’, kEG; 
[L(m), L(n)] = (m - n)L(m + n) + $(m3 - m)&+,,,c(rank V) 
for m, nEZ, where 
W) = WI+ 1 for neZ (i.e., Y(0, z) = CL(n)z-“-2), 
and where 
rank V E Q; 
L(O)u = nv = (wtv)v 
1 
for neTZ and VE L’(,,); 
$ Y(v, z) = Y(L( - l)v, z). 
The generalized vertex algebra just defined is denoted by 
0’3 Y, 1,~ T, G <.,.A c(.,.)) 
or briefly, by V. The expressions Y(v, z) are called (generalized) vertex operators. 
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2. Cross-braces for generalized vertex algebras 
In this section we outline the underlying idea for this paper that is to generalize 
the operation of cross-bracket for vertex operator algebras ([6, Section 8.81; 
cf. [7]) to generalized vertex algebras. We recall that the cross-bracket operation is 
defined as 
[fbi) xz,j g(zj)l = zij l6 ( > 7 f(Zi)g(Zj) - Zji ‘6 5 g(Zi)f(Zi) ( > 
where i fj, 
ftzi) = C .LmzT, Stzj) = C SnZ;, 
l?LEZ ?lCZ 
and where fm and g,, are formal Laurent series with coefficients in End I/, V a 
vertex operator algebra, in variables other than zi, Zj and zij, such that the expres- 
sions (Zi - Zj)‘f(zi)g(zj) and (zj - zi)‘g(zj)f(Zi), for all re2, exist in the sense of 
[6, Ch. 21. 
As the cross-bracket is structured as the left-hand side of the Jacobi identity for 
a vertex operator algebra, the generalized operation is to be structured as the left-hand 
side of the generalized Jacobi identity (1.3), namely as 
= (Zi - zj)‘zij I6 ( ) 7 f(zi)g(zj) 
- C(Zj - Zi)rZij ‘6 ( > z g(zj)f(zi) (2.1) 
where i #j, r~(l/T)2 (a number to be determined in terms of f, g and of the 
symmetric bilinear form ( -, + ) on the group G associated with the generalized vertex 
algebras), cE C (a number to be determined in terms off; g and of the alternating 
bilinear form c( .,s) on G), and where 
f(Zi) = c fmz’“, Stzj) = C t?nzJ, 
rnE(l/T)Z nc(l/T)Z 
withf, and g,, are formal Laurent series with coefficients in End I’, I/ a generalized 
vertex algebra, in variables other than zi, Zj and Zij, such that the expressions 
(zi - zj)‘f(zi)g(zj) and (zj - z,)‘g(zj)f(zi), f or all 1 e(l/T)Z, exist in the sense of 
[6, Ch. 21. 
Then, the generalized Jacobi identity (1.4), can be written as 
{Y(Ol, z1) xq* Y(R, %)I 
Zl - z12 
= Zl -‘6 ( 1 Zl - 212 ____ Y(Yh, z12b2, z2) ~ Zl ( > -g z2 (2.2) 
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(using the double-indexed variable in place of z,,), and (partly motivated by the results 
of [7, 83) we can naturally form combinations of products of vertex operators and 
b-functions such as: 
{~~~,~Z,~~z.,{~~~,-l,Z,-l~~z._~,, *.. {whZ2)%2, Wl,Zl)} +. (2.3) 
However, the fact that the last factor on the right-hand side of (2.2) (which is not 
present in the case of a vertex operator algebra) does not commute with vertex 
operators discloses the following subtle adjustment in (2.1). In the case of vertex 
operators (of a single formal variable) and of combinations of vertex operators, our 
tentative setting (2.1) must coincide with the following recursive definition. For n 2 2, 
set 
(cf. the left-hand side of the (generalized) Jacobi identity (l-3), with reversed order of 
the indices and with the double indexed independent formal variable zZ1 in place of zO 
for our convenience), and set 
{WW &I) XZ”, {Y(%i> G-1) xZ”_,.1 ... {WZ, z*) XZZ, Y(u1, z1)> ... >> 
z, - Zl ( > <&.E~:4!) Z” - Zl = Znl -16 _ Z"1 ( > Znl 
x y(~~~z,)~y(~,-1,z,-1)x~._,.,{~~ 
x {Y(Un-l,Zn-l)Xz.~l,l{... {ybzAxz*l WlJl)) .‘. >> 
n-1 q - zil 
xl--I Ti=2 ( 1 
(g’le)y(u z )_ 
n> n 
. . . I> 
(2.5) 
(Note that the expression (2.5) exists in the sense of [6, Ch. 21). Each numerical factor 
(Si, s.> 
(for i = 2,3, . . . , n - 1) is motivated as the numerical inverse of the commutator of 
each of the factors 
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(factors obtained by the application of the Jacobi identity to the cross-braces in (2.5)) 
with Y(v,, z,) (for further details see Proposition 3.1 below). 
Further generalizations of (2.5) and corresponding extensions of the Jacobi identity 
are the object of the next section. 
3. Multi-operator extensions of the Jacobi identity for generalized vertex algebras 
In this section we extend the (generalized) Jacobi identity for generalized vertex 
algebras to multi-operator identities. The subtelties in the calculations in this section 
are mainly the result of the operation outlined in the previous section combined with 
the structure of the main theorem of [7] (see [7, Section 1.31. 
Before we introduce the general case (of n vertex operators), we present a detailed 
version of the case of 3 vertex operators. Let I/ be a generalized vertex algebra and let 
VI E vg1, v2 E vgz and v3 E Vg3, for gl, g2, and g3 E G, G the finite abelian group 
associated with the generalized vertex algebra. Consider the expression: 
{W3, z3) Xz,, {W2, z2) Xzz, Yh, zd>> 
Using the Jacobi identity (2.2), this expression can be written as 
X y(u3, z,)y(y@2, zZlh> zl)z;‘6 
(3.1) 
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which also equals 
Then, using the linearity of the vertex operators and using the axioms (l.l), (1.2) and 
(1.3) in the above definition of generalized vertex algebra, we see that the Jacobi 
identity can be applied again - with Y(Y(v,, 221)211, zl) in place of a vertex operator 
of the form Y(v, z) - and that this expression can be written as 
Summarizing we have the following extension 
identity: 
of the relative untwisted Jacobi 
= y(y(“3~ z31)y(~2, z2lb1, dz;‘~ 
(!%g%)z;‘6(y) 
x(“’ ;;3l)-“r2 I,‘2l)-“+ 
Similarly, we obtain 
{Y@2, z2) xz*, { Yb3, z3) &,1 Yh, Zl,>> 
= y(y(o,> z21)y(~3~ z3lh, zl)z;‘6 
(y)z;‘6(yL) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and therefore, using both (3.2) and (3.3) (and again a two-operator version of the 
Jacobi identity), we obtain 
(“1~~21)‘“‘;““z~~~(131~~21) {y(u,, z3) xzs, { y(u2, z2) xzll y(vl, zl)}> 
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= y(y(y(u3, z32)u2, z21)“2> zl) 
x(“l;lZ32)-g’(” ;;2’)-“‘. ;;31>“‘(” 
The existence of all the expressions in this section (in the sense of [6, Ch. 21) is 
obtained as a consequence of the existence of the corresponding expressions in 
Section 1 of [7] (see Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 in [7]). 
We now consider the case of the expression (2.5) in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. For each positive integer n 2 2, 
:y(hI,z,)x. {m-l~~,-l)x~~_I,, ..’ {W2> Z2)xz21 m~Z1)) ~~~>> -“I 
= YV(&#, Znl)Y(&-1, G-1.1) ... Y(v,, ZZlh, Z1) 
(3.4) 
Proof. By induction on n. (The case n = 2 is again the generalized Jacobi identity.) 
Assume that the proposition holds for n - 1, then the left-hand side of (3.4) can be 
written as 
<&,c:::si) 
n-1 Zi - zil <%>4.) 
xrI z1 ( 1 Y(ht, z,) i=2 
z, - Zl ( > (%>zi:9t) Znl -l6 zn - Zl zz ( > - Y(hl, Zn) Znl Z,l 
n-l 
Zi - Zil 
x Y(Y(%l, Z,-l.l)y(v”-2,Z,-2,1) .‘. Y(Vz,Z21)~1,Z1~ n ZT’6 ___ 
i=2 ( ) Zl 
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n-1 
x y(y(v,-l,z”-l,1)y(v,-2,z,-2,1 ) ... Y(V,, zzr)vr, 21) n z;‘6 %-?!A 
i=2 ( > 21 
&I--1 --n-1 
X ( - Zn-1.1 ) ( z,-2 - z,-2.1 - Zl Zl ) 
n-1 z. _Zil 
XI-I -12, 
i=2 ( ) 
(Si>S.> 
YbI, Zn) 
Z, - Zl <9”.c1::%) 
= 
( ) 
Z”1 -‘6 
( ) 
y Y (v,, z,). 
Z”1 
4.-z 
Z2 - Z21 ( > 
- Q2 
. . . ___ 
Zl 
X y(y(~“-1,Z,-1,l)y(v,-2,Z,-,,l)~~~ 
n-1 
Zi - Zil 
xjyp;‘6 ~ 
i=2 ( ) Zl 
X 
( 
Z,_l - Z”_l,l -61 z,_2 - Z”_2,1 -%-2 
Zl ) ( Zl 
) . . . (yy. 
Then, the linearity of the vertex operators gives the proposition. q 
The identity (3.4) can be generalized following the procedure of [7, Section 11, 
Consider a combination of vertex operators such as 
~~~y(~~~Z~l)Xz.z~y(v~-l~Z,-l,l)X,”_l,* ... {ww31)xz32 Y(v2,z,,>> . ..}}vl.zr) 
xfiz;‘g(?Z$r)(2+)-g~. (3.5) 
Then, as in Section 1 of [7], on the one hand, the expression (3.5) can be written in 
terms of cross-products of the form of the left-hand side of (3.4), and, on the other 
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hand, (3.5) is equal to the following expression: 
This motivates the following doubly recursive (on the indices Y and k - j) definition 
(see the definition at the beginning of Section 1.3 in [7]). Let n be a positive integer; let 
lJi,,Uiz, ...> uin be a family of vectors in a vertex operator algebra and let (i,, i, _ r, . . . , il) 
be a permutation of the set of positive integers (n, n - 1, . . . , 1). For 1 <j I k I n, 
define 
Y(Ui,,Ui”-,,...,Ui,;zi”,Zi”-,, . . . ,zi,; {zi,ij, j < 1 I k}; 0; [j, k]) 
x {y(uik, zik) XZ,,,,{Y(uik-l~ zi,-I) xz,,_s,, “’ {y(uij+,, zi,+I) x,z,+,z, y(“ij, zij)> ‘.’ >>. (3.7) 
Thenfor 1 Ircjln, 
y(“inF uin_l, ’ ...,“i,,zi,,zi,_,,..., zil; {z&i,, S > t>; r; Cj, jl) 
= Y(Ui”,ui”_,,...,ui,;Zi”,Zi”_,, . . . 3 Zil; {ZQ,, S > t>; Y - 1; [r, n]) (3.8) 
(note that this expression does not depend on j), and, on the other hand, for 
llr<j<kln 
for il > r for all 1 such that j < 1 I k, and denoting cikik_, .., ii the cyclic permutation 
(Uk- 1 . . . ij), define 
Y(~i.,~i~_,,...,~i,;zi~~zi~~,,...,zi,;{zi,i,,s> t);r;Cj,kl) 
= Zu,! 6 
x Y(%,, Ui,_, Y ... ,Ui,; Zi,,zi,_,, ... 9 zil; {zi,i,, s > t}; r; LL k - 11) 
~(~i~i~_,...i,Y(ui,,~i~_~,~.~,ui,;Zi.,Zi._,,~~~,Zi,; {Zi,i,,s > t) r; [j + 1, kl). 
j+l 
Zi,r - Z@, (SC. s,> 
m=r+l I=j+2 Zi,r 
(3.9) 
The existence of all the expressions involved in this definition is again seen by means 
of the same argument used in [7] (see [7, Section 1.31). 
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This definition allows us to present in the following theorem the multi-operator 
extensions of the Jacobi identity for generalized vertex algebras. 
Theorem 3.2. Let v,,v,_~, . . . , v1 E V, V a generalized vertex algebra, then, for 
1 Imcjln, 
Y(v,,v,-1,...,vl;z,,z,-l,...,zl;{zi~i~,s>t};m-1;Cm,nl) 
= Y(Y( ... Y(Y(v,,z,,)Y(v,-1,z,-1,,) ..’ 
x Y(~,+l,z,+l,m)V,,Z,,,-1)...v2,z21)v1,Z1) 
(3.10) 
where the formal variables Zio are equal to zi. 
A proof of Theorem 3.2 is given by the same inductive argument that proves 
Theorem 1.11 in [7]. 
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